Luminescence studies on SnO2 and SnO2:Eu nanocrystals grown by laser assisted flow deposition.
Transparent conductive tin oxide materials have been a research topic extensively studied in recent years due to the great interest for many applications. However, in most of them, the pure form is rarely used, being usually modified by the incorporation of dopants. Selecting the most appropriate technique to develop nanocrystals of doped tin oxide and understanding the influence of dopant on the optical properties are the challenges that need to be addressed when envisaging devices. To fulfill this objective, the recently developed laser assisted flow deposition (LAFD) method is explored to grow SnO2 and SnO2:Eu nanocrystals. The morphology of these nanocrystals was investigated by scanning electron microscopy and well defined prismatic nanocrystals with sizes of ∼60 nm were identified. The crystalline quality assessed by X-ray diffraction measurements and Raman spectroscopy indicates that the produced nanocrystals are monophasic and crystallize in the tetragonal rutile structure. Steady state luminescence studies provide the information on the optical active centres in the SnO2 and SnO2:Eu nanocrystals. For the undoped samples only broad emission bands were observed by pumping the samples in the ultraviolet region. The broad emission was found to be an overlap of green and red optical centres as identified by temperature and excitation intensity dependent luminescence. The latter was found to exhibit an excitonic-related behaviour and the green emission was found to be of utmost importance to discuss the intraionic luminescence in the doped samples. For the SnO2:Eu nanocrystals the luminescence is dominated by the magnetic allowed (5)D0 → (7)F1 transition with the ions in almost undistorted centrosymmetric sites. The ion luminescence integrated intensity is found to increase with increasing temperatures being well accounted for a thermal population provided by the thermal quenching of the green band.